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ope Benedict XVI said, "We are supposed to
be the light of the world, and that means we

should allow the Lord to be seen through us.
When Jesus walked on this Earth, He called the
Apostles to co-work with Him in His mission. In
Mark, chapter 16:15, Jesus commands His
apostles to “go into the world and proclaim the
good news to the whole of creation”. So to
become a true disciple of Christ, we should
co-operate with Him in carrying out this great
mission that is entrusted to us by Him.

Being a missionary does not always mean
going to distant lands or preaching to
thousands of people. Your mission field can be
your school, workplace, college or your home.
Witnessing to Christ could be something as
simple as saying grace before your meals,
thanking God for the simple things He has
given you. You could even share a testimony
with a friend about how God intervened in
your life. Every situation we come across in life
gives us an opportunity to improve the world
around us. The greatest sign of love we can
show to those around us is to give them Jesus,
through our kindness and generosity.

This is our 50 Issue and we are extremely
grateful to the Lord for all the blessings He has
showered through this magazine. It is a
powerful tool of evangelisation and the articles

are touching many hearts and through it,
the Lord is drawing His children to Him.

We offer all our patrons, benefactors,
writers and readers to the Lord,
through the Immaculate heart of
Mary, our Mother.

th

51: Evil in the world is an obscure and
painful mystery. Even the one Crucified
asked His Father, “My God, why have
you forsaken me?” (Mt 27:46). Much
about it is incomprehensible. One
thing, though, we know for sure: God is
one hundred percent good. He can
never be the originator of something
evil. God created the world to be good,
but it is not yet complete. In violent
upheavals and painful processes it is
being shaped and moved towards its
final perfection. That may be a better
way to classify what the Church calls
physical evil, for example, a birth
defect, or a natural catastrophe. Moral
evils, in contrast, come about through
the misuse of freedom in the world.

“Hell on earth” - child soldiers, suicide
bombings, concentration camps are
usually man-made. The decisive
question is therefore not, “How can
anyone believe in a good God when
there is so much evil?” but rather, “How
could a person with a heart and
understanding endure life in this world
if God did not exist?” Christ’s death and
Resurrection show us that evil did not
have the first word, nor does it have the
last. God made absolute good result
from the worst evil. We believe that in
the Last Judgement, God will put an
end to all injustice. In the life of the
world to come, evil no longer has any
place and suffering ends.

P

If God is

all-knowing

and all-powerful,

why does he not

prevent evil?



Reflection
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Losing The World To Gain

Christ
Price Tag

Every day of our lives, we long
for an upgrade. Materialistically
speaking, we feel the need to
make an appearance at the top
and always portray a better
version of ourselves, even when
we are struggling inside. The
brands we wear, the phone we
use, the friends we have, they
all stick to us like a price tag
telling the world how much
we’re worth. Why is it that we

strive to become of the world,
but not of Heaven? Why do we
try to please the world and strive
to become someone we are not?
Why do we become so
overwhelmed by our worldly
value that we forget the value of
our soul? We often forget the
significance of our soul and how
worthy we are considered in
Heaven. We are so desired by
our Abba Father that Jesus
Himself was willing to die for us.
Nowadays, people equate the

Ashley Mathew

from Birmingham,

UK, reflects on the

scripture passage

Philippians 3:8.
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worth of their soul to the
amount and value of their
material belongings. We fail to
understand that in reality, our
soul’s worth corresponds to the
precious blood of Christ that was
shed for us.

St Paul says in Philippians 3:8,
“For His sake, I have suffered the
loss of all things, and I regard
them as rubbish, in order that I
may gain Christ”. We only gain
Christ when we are willing to
take up the cross and renounce
the world and all that it has to
offer. St Paul was so purpose-
driven that for him all that
mattered was his unity with
Christ. This is where our life
should take us, into this beautiful
intimacy with Christ, in which the
promise of our salvation is
fulfilled.

Purpose Driven

Our Goal

Knowing Christ

Let’s compare our life to the life
of an athlete. His only goal and
focus is to win a gold medal. On
a day-to-day basis, he sacrifices
himself entirely in all aspects of
his life, including diet, sleep,
leisure time, training, to achieve
this goal. An athlete’s life is fully
conformed to this one aim. His
total concentration is focussed
on achieving his goal. Nothing
diverts his focus - the beauty of
the world around him, his
friends, family, social media,
fame or popularity. This is not
because he doesn’t see them or
know they’re there, but because
he doesn’t consider anything
more valuable than his goal. If an
athlete trains so hard for a
perishable thing, then how much
more should we work harder to
“gain Christ”?

In Philippians 3:8, St Paul speaks
about how he regards all his
gains as loss for the “value of
knowing Christ”. What does it
mean to “know” Jesus? In simple
words, knowing Christ means to
make Him our own. Now, where
are we in our relationship with
Jesus? We need to ask ourselves,
how can I make Him my own if I
don’t love Him? But then again,
how can I love Him, if I don’t

know Him? St Paul is one of the
many great saints who ‘knew’
Christ. In his lifetime he had
many achievements, including
fame and money, as he was
highly intellectual and a zealous
Pharisee persecuting early
Christians. He gave it all up, just
to ‘know Christ’. Furthermore, he
experienced persecution for the
sake of Christ.

2 Corinthians 11:23-28 gives us a
description of all that St Paul
went through for the sake of his
love for God; three times he was
beaten with rods, he was stoned
once and shipwrecked thrice.
Through toil and hardships, such

as many sleepless nights, hunger
and thirst, cold and nakedness,
St Paul demonstrated a
conviction of what eternity had
in store for him after this
temporary life on earth.

The question is, are we
convinced of what is stored for
us in Heaven? I am not saying
that we should abandon all our
possessions and take up a
contemplative lifestyle, but we
should be kind to our souls, put
Jesus above everything in the
world and make striving for
Heaven our highest priority.

What does
it mean to

“know”

Jesus?



Testimony

Breakthrough Plan
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Iattended many retreats as a
teenager and young adult,

but none of them changed my
heart. I would pretend in
front of others to be very
spiritual and that I knew
everything about Jesus. But I
started leading an impure life
and prayer became even
more boring for me. I
attended many retreats in the
UK, but I could only manage
for the first few weeks before
falling back into my old sinful
ways. Afterwards, I would
convince myself that the Lord
was angry with me, so there is
no point in reverting to a holy
life. He must be tired of
hearing me confessing the
same sins over and over
again! In this manner, I
survived from one day to the
next.

In 2013, I attended a School
of Evangelisation (SOE), a
residential youth retreat,
organised by Sehion UK
Ministries. The Lord used this
retreat to transform me. I
came to know Jesus, who
understands me as I am and
accepts my flaws. In the other
retreats, the same Jesus was
there, but I didn’t see Him.
The grace of God started
moving in me, the Holy Spirit
started taking control.
However, it still wasn’t a
complete transformation. In

October 2016, I had a painful
experience. I was left
shattered. To me, it felt like I
was standing in the middle of
an island, and all I could see
around me was an endless,
stormy ocean. However, the
Lord wants us to keep Him at
the centre of our relationship,
otherwise one little spark is
enough for an explosion.

I was sorry for what I had
done and was ready to
correct myself, but no one
was ready to give me a
second chance. Nobody
trusted me or believed in me.
I used to go to church without
much interest and sit at the
back, gazing at the Cross,
asking Him, “What now? I
have lost everything. I don’t
think I am going to make this
third year a success; I had
already wasted three out of
nine months and had missed
a lot of lectures and labs.
Everyone else seemed happy
and good but nobody seemed
to care for me. “WHAT DO
YOU WANT ME TO DO NOW?”
I would ask angrily of Him,
and everyone else. But the
Lord, who waited for me and
loved me at my worst,
whispered, “JUST TRUST IN
ME”. He breathed into my
soul, once again.

Just like the Father embraced
the prodigal son, the Lord
hugged me, and celebrated
my return. He didn’t care
what wrongs I had done in
the last three years; He was
only concerned about my
present. I saw my Lord
walking on the water, coming
towards me. From the island
of isolation and depression,
He took me by hand and we
both started walking on the
water. My problems,
disappointments, anger,

I came to know

Jesus, who

understands me as

I am  and accepts

my flaws.

Joyson from

Leicester, UK,

narrates how

he found Jesus

and how this

relationship has

transformed him.

flaws, weaknesses, losses and
everything that was about to
swallow me were now under
my feet. I realised that even
though the water was still
there, it would not drown me
anymore. The waves were
rising, but they stayed beside
me; they didn’t even dare to
touch me, for I was holding
the hands of the Almighty.

The following January,
determined not to let my past
ruin my future, I returned to
university. I had missed three
months of lessons and the
first semester exams were just
around the corner, for which I
had only three weeks to
prepare. I had to start from

scratch, with no teachers
available to help me.
Fortunately, some of my
friends helped me, and by
God’s grace I passed my
exams. It was during this time
that I realised that God has a
purpose for me. I chose to
forget my past and forgive
those who had wronged me. I
decided to move on with my
life, living each present
moment believing in a
beautiful future because of
the hope I have in Christ.
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Ilove spring. Its the best time of the
year to be outdoors to enjoy the

breathtaking beauty of nature. When I
see the beauty around me, I
remember to thank the Creator and
often reflect on the beauty of His
creation, and yet I have to remind
myself that the masterpiece of His
creation is not nature itself, but
humans. How often do we remember
to thank and praise God for the gift of
people around us? Many times we
assess people according to their
weight, size, colour and clothes, and
fail to see and love the beauty of the
real person. Jesus Himself said, the
second greatest commandment is to
love your neighbour as you love
yourself (Mark 12:31).

If we wait for people to change their
ways or overcome their weaknesses in
order to love them, then we might
have to wait until eternity. We are to
love and accept people in our lives as
they are. Jesus loved us with all our
weaknesses and flaws. Imitating Christ
should be a way of life for Christians.
All we need to do so, is His grace.
2 Corinthians 12:9 says, “My grace is
sufficient for you, for power is made

What matters
in the end is how

much we have
loved and
are loved.

What matters
in the end is how

much we have
loved and
are loved.

Rajni Manoj

from Derby, UK,

shares her thoughts

on the need for love

in the world.

Christian Living
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perfect in weakness. So, I will
boast all the more gladly of my
weaknesses, so that the power of
Christ may dwell in me.”

In today’s world when things
begin to go wrong in
relationships, many do not
hesitate to make hasty decisions
and go their separate ways. But
life is all about making
adjustments and compromises. In
the absence of these two factors,
relationships can become chaotic.
If given a chance, many of us
would jump at the opportunity to
rectify our past and do things
differently. Many parents would
love to be a cheerleader – not a
policeman, for their kids; many
would love to express greater
appreciation for their loved ones;

to find greater happiness and
meaning, always making sure that
they are moving towards
something they want in life. We
are all on a journey called life and
what matters in the end is how
much we have loved and are
loved.

If, instead of imparting happiness,
we cause sorrow and pain to
others, then we are journeying
along the wrong path in life. Jesus
came to love and to save all, and
so it is the duty of every Christian
to love everyone around them in
spite of all their shortcomings.
Life is like a circle with God at the
centre and love as its radius.
When our relationship with
others improve, our happiness
multiplies; we become more

Christlike and at peace with
ourselves.

Ever wondered what can be done
when we find it difficult to love
others in our lives? We can always
pray for them, and ask Jesus to
heal our wounds, grant us the
grace to forgive and forget, and
learn to love each other again. In
this way we are being kind and
considerate towards our fellow
beings. God our creator made us in
His image and likeness to impart
love and to live in harmony. Let us
continue then on our journey to
impart this abundance of love that
we have freely received from our
creator with everyone around us.
“You received without payment;
give without payment”
(Matthew 10:8).

Antioch was a populated city of ancient Syria. It is
about 15 miles inland from the Mediterranean Sea, in

what today is Turkey. During the days of St Paul, Antioch
was the third largest city in the Roman empire (after
Rome and Alexandria) and had a large colony of migrant
Jews living there among the largely ‘Greek’ (non-Jewish or
Gentile) population.

The death of St Stephen, the first martyr for witnessing to
Christ, opened the doors for greater and more fierce
persecution of the church throughout Jerusalem.
Consequently, Antioch was one of the places the early
Christians fled in order to escape persecution in
Jerusalem. In Antioch, as in other places, the exiled
church began to flourish and grow. When the Christians in
Jerusalem heard that many people in Antioch were
becoming believers in Christ, they sent Barnabas there,
who in turn brought Paul, to help the new converts
(Acts 11:19-26). Paul lived and taught in the synagogues
of Antioch for fourteen years and Barnabas stayed there
for one year. St Paul began his second missionary journey
from there. It was in Antioch that the disciples of Jesus
were first called ‘Christians’ (Acts 11:19-26).

The first gentile church was founded in Antioch. Although
one may find little evidence of the early Christian Church
community, Antioch should be remembered for playing a
major role in establishing Christianity as the primary
religious force in the world today. It bears the modern
name Antakya and is now a decaying turkish town.

AntiochAntioch

Places from the Bible

No 2 - Series by Blair Binu
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Music

Nevil George

from UK,

explores the life of

the artist,

Matt Maher
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“I had to my
own echo. I had to decide
if I was going to echo the
message of the cross back
to the world, or my own

narrow view of suffering.”

formulate
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OUR
AMAZING
JOURNEY

Distributed monthly in 22 countries (UK, USA, Ireland, Australia, Ireland,

Pakistan, New Zealand, Sri Lanka, India, UAE, Kuwait, Oman, Mozambique,

Malaysia, Kenya, Italy, Israel. Fiji, Canada, Singapore, Bulgaria, Lithuania).

MORE THAN 25000 copiesDistribution1

50
th

ISSUE

PRINTED IN

6 COUNTRIES America Australia Ireland India Pakistan UK

Kingdom Revelator is an important instrument for

communicating the “joy of the Gospel” by and to young

people. The testimonies contained in the magazine

strike a contemporary tone, even as they transit

faithfully the timeless wisdom of our Catholic faith in

Christ. I leave copies of Kingdom Revelator around the

diocesan chancery where I work, and invariably our

workers pick it up and share it with family members and

friends. My hope is that the magazine continues to find

a broad readership through its dissemination to clergy,

catechists, and youth ministers of our Church.

(Bishop James Massa,
Catholic Diocese of Brooklyn)
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Our Mission
World Evangelisation

Our Ventures
KR Out Reach Ministry UK,

KR Regional Gathering USA 2017

KR Regional gathering Australia 2018

KR Retreats
Successfully conducted retreats in
Pakistan, USA, Ireland, India, Australia

Drops of Mercy
Successfully organises
collection of clothes,
shoes, toiletries,
food items for local
refugee centre.

KR Counters
For the promotion of
the KR Magazines and
Evangelization at
various events.

I had the chance of getting
across an old issue of
Kingdom Revelator, an
interesting periodical with
many enlightening articles.

(Emmanuel Helou from
Jerusalem)

1

Feed back

New
KR is available

in Spanish

STREET EVANGELISATION TOOL

I want to thank all of you for
producing this interesting
magazine. I am a 16 year old
catholic. I received the
magazine as a gift from my
friend who brought it from
Ireland. It is amazing. I just
wanted to thank you for this
magazine.

(Martha from Cuba)

We picked up one of your
magazines in church this
Sunday and were very
impressed, thank you.

(Julie Foster from UK)

2

3 5
This was my first time
reading your magazine. To
be honest, I wish to say
congratulations to all of you
for a job well done.

(Anthony Egbo)

We receive your
magazines at our school
and students really love
them, they have so much
great information in them.

(Louise perry - School
Chaplain,UK)

I have read few of your
magazines and they have
helped me positively in my
faith. Thank you.

(Shaeran Rufus from
Karachi Pakistan)

4 6
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To sing
is to pray

twice.
St Augustine
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In my life, I have always
struggled to keep my faith,

whether it was due to
seemingly unfair sickness,
disagreements on church
teachings or just a spiritual
desert where it felt like
nobody was around. However,
recently I was struck by an
astounding witness of God’s
love. While I would have liked
to have witnessed a miracle, it
was much more mundane,
nestled among the craziness
that is a high schooler’s life.

As a child, I went through the
public-school system, until
middle school. I was exposed
to the thoughts and views of
those largely outside of a
practicing Christian faith. So,
after diving headfirst into a
devout Catholic high school it

seemed at first to be difficult,
as I struggled to adapt. In this
crazy period of adjustment I
was faced with aspects of the
faith, which at the time, I
couldn’t wrestle with. This put
me to the test in my
relationship with Jesus.

Through all of this, I was
sustained by the power of
God’s care through the love of
others. Countless times the
compassion of others, who
desired for me to be closer to
God who kept me within His
grasp when otherwise I would
have become a lost sheep. So
now when I feel lost, I simply
turn to see the care of others
and am convinced, without a
shadow of a doubt, that God is
working in my life. “Even
though I walk through the

Kingdom Revelator | 16

Keeping the

FaithFaith

Testimony

This put

me to the

test in my

relationship

with Jesus.

Do you struggle to keep your faith? Claire Stephens shares how she was sustained in her struggle.

darkest valley, I fear no evil,
for you are with me” (Psalm
23:4). Even though I am still
trying to find the way, I have
faith that the powerful
witnesses to the Faith He has
placed into my life will guide
my way.



FILM – FACING THE
GIANTS

Facing the giants is a heart-
warming motivational
movie that shows the
amazing things that take
place if God is involved in
our lives. Taking the
viewers on a journey of
faith conquering fear, the
film is bound to leave you
feeling uplifted.

BLOG
WORD ON FIRE

Word on Fire, is a Catholic
global media initiative with
the aim of drawing people to
the Body of Christ, the
Church. With the aid of
beautifully written blogs
from well-known authors
around the world, art,
architecture, poetry,
philosophy, theology, and the
lives of the Saints, Word on
Fire supports the work of
Bishop Robert Barron and
reaches millions of people
around the world.

APP - DOCAT

The DOCAT, similar to You Cat (Youth
Catechism of the Catholic Church),is
the official Social Teaching of the
Catholic Church. The app supported
by Pope Francis, provides you an
opportunity to play your role in the
society as a young Catholic.

BOOK – ‘JUST DO
SOMETHING’ BY
KEVIN DeYOUNG

We have all read many
teachings on how to know
and do the will of God but
none may be more suitable
for young believers than
this book. Through biblical
and pastoral wisdom,
DeYoung debunks
traditional myths of
knowing and doing God’s
will. Presenting his
thoughts with clarity,
entertainment and wit,
DeYoung invites us to the
freedom of finding God’s
will and then living it.

SONG – ‘BUILD MY LIFE’
BY HOUSE FIRES
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ST ANTHONY

OF PADUA
PATRON OF LOST THINGS

Early Life

Call to Sainthood

Anthony of Padua came from a wealthy
family. Born on 15 August 1195,
Anthony was baptised with the name
Fernando. At the age of fifteen, he
entered the Abbey of Santa Cruz in
Coimbra, a city known for its rich culture
in Portugal. It was there that he
developed a deep interest in studying
the Bible and reading the history of the
Church, gaining the theological
knowledge that would bring to fruition
his famous preachings.

In 1220, St Anthony had a major turning
point in his life. The relics of five
Franciscan missionaries turned martyrs
were brought back from Morocco to
Coimbra. This inspired a young Anthony
to aspire to a life like the Franciscan

th

martyrs, and he set about pursuing a life
of Christian perfection. After making this
decision, he asked for permission to
leave the Augustinian Canons in order to
become a Friar Minor. He was granted
permission. He took the name Anthony
with the intention of going to Morroco,
like the martyrs. However, God had
different plans for the young Anthony.

Anthony soon fell ill and had no choice
but to go back to Italy. In 1221, he
participated in the Chapter of the Mats
in Assisi, where he met another soon to
become saint, St Francis. Anthony spent
some time living in solitude at a convent
in northern Italy. It was while he was in
Forli that the Lord called him to a new
mission. He attended a priest’s
ordination where there was no one to

Minor Setback and the Lord’s
Mission

Christie Mathew

from New York,

USA, explores

the life of

St Anthony

through this

stirring article.

Saint
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preach. Anthony was chosen to speak
and he so impressed his Superiors
with his articulacy, knowledge and
wisdom that he was assigned to
spread God’s word as a preacher.
Anthony preached to the masses
throughout France and Italy and with
such effect that those who had left
the Church, returned, after hearing
him preach.

Anthony achieved another milestone;
he was one of the first theology
teachers of the Friars Minor, starting
in Bologna. He received blessings for
his ministry from St.Francis, who saw
how virtuous Anthony was St.Francis
was so impressed that he personally
sent a letter to Anthony inviting him
to teach theology to the brethren.

After becoming the Provincial
Superior of the Friars Minor in
northern Italy, Anthony continued
preaching, while still holding his
position. After finishing his term as
the Superior, Anthony went to live in
Padua, a town that he had frequented
quiet often in the past. The people of
Padua had always revered Anthony
and welcomed him with open arms on
his return and treated him with great
respect while he was living there. Less
than a year later, he died at the city
gates on 13 June 1231. One year
after his death Anthony was
canonized a saint by Pope Gregory IX,
who had heard St.Anthony’s teachings
himself. Many people came forward
to tell of miracles occurring through
St.Anthony’s intercession. His feast
day is on 13 June.

St Anthony is known to be the patron
saint of lost things or lost causes.
Things that most people would never
believe could happen, can happen
through St Anthony’s intercession.
The twists and turns of becoming
unexpectedly ill and joining the friars
were all ultimately part of God’s great
plan, his grand design for St Anthony’s
life. So too for us, when life throws us
in an unexpected direction, we can
turn to St Anthony to guide us and
help us trust in the Lord’s plan.

th

th

Unfailing Miracle Worker

1. The collection of Catholic

Cardinals electing a new

Pope.

2. The first commandment

forbids this.

3. The last two books in the

Old Testament.

4. The shortest book in the

Bible.

5. The successor of Elijah.

8. One of Jesus’ first disciples.

Down

2. Jacob’s new name in the Old

Testament.

6. Catholics believe this happens

during the Holy Mass.

7. St Paul had his conversion

when nearing this place.

9. The grandmother of Timothy.

Across

KINGDOM

Revelat r
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Tenny Antony

from the UK,

ponders

over what is

stopping us from

giving our all to

know Christ.

He does not

get angry,

punish or

gloat, rather

He lifts us

onto His

shoulders

and He

rejoices

over us.

ChristChrist
You Belong Here WithYou Belong Here With

Scripture



Meet the ApostlesMeet the Apostles

Saint AndrewSaint Andrew

Series by Alvina Benny
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“If you love those who love you, what
credit is that to you? For even sinners
love those who love them” Luke 6:32.

Imagine going out and doing something
for someone today. For some, it might
be an easy job but for others, not so
easy. It’s easy to help those whom we
know but what about those we do not
know, especially those who are different
to us? Jesus taught us to love and care
for our neighbours.

Deacon Mike Ryba

from United States,

explains the

importance

of caring for our

neighbours.

CARING FOR OUR

Neighbour

Christian Living Who Then is our
Neighbour?

Jesus says our neighbours are
those whom we meet and those in
need, especially the needy and
outcasts. People may ignore a
suffering race, or label a lifestyle as
repulsive but Jesus sees them with
compassion. Jesus spent most of
His time loving those who were
marginalised by those who felt
spiritually superior. Ironically,the
‘Good Samaritan’ helped someone
who may not have done the same
for him.

Furthermore, when we take time
to care for those who are different
from ourselves, we model the love
of Christ. It is easy to love people
like us, but more difficult to love
those from a diverse culture and
different background. We risk
rejection, so we can busy ourselves
with programmes that care only
for people like us. We reason, “We
don’t have the time, money or
interest to care for everyone, while
our people still have needs.”
However, love looks beyond its
own and offers care!

Today whom can you search out
that is hungry, depressed, grieving,
sick or has been robbed of their
rights, that you can stand in for as
their advocate for justice? Find
someone who needs you to lift
them up. Perhaps your generosity
will give hope to someone who
faces temporary setbacks. It may
require you to get your hands dirty
in dealing with their issues
because some relationships can be
messy and complicated. Care for
strangers can lead them to love
Christ, the ultimate caregiver!
Matthew 25:40 says, “And the king
will answer them, ‘Truly I tell you,
just as you did it to one of the least
of these who are members of my
family, you did it to me.”
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ANSWERS

CROSSWORD ACROSS:

DOWN:

2. Israel 6. Transubstantiation 7. Damascus 9. Eunice

1. Conclave 2. Idolatry 3. Maccabees 4. Third John 5. Elisha 8. Andrew
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POPE’S
Voice

Pope Francis

‘MOTHER TERESA WITH PANTS’



Visit us at : www.kingdomrevelatorusa.org

My grace is sufficient for you, for power is made perfect in weakness.
So, I will boast all the more

gladly of my weaknesses, so that the power of Christ may dwell in me. (2 Corinthians 12:9)
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“I’m a little pencil

in the hand of a

writing God,

who is sending a

love letter to the world.”

Mother Teresa
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